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Communicated by the Editors 
Capacity is deremined for a class of communication channels containing additive 
noise. Gaussian noise processes and a large class of non-Gaussian processes are 
included. The constraint on the transmitted signals is given in terms of an increas- 
ing family of finite-dimensional subspaces. For this class of channels, it is shown 
that coding capacity is equal to the average information capacity. A general expres- 
sion for the capacity is given, along with results that facilitate its calculation in 
applications. The results apply to the classical discrete-time channel and to con- 
tinuous-time channels with fixed signal duration. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Coding capacity of additive Gaussian channels is a fundamental problem 
in the Shannon information theory [ 1, 81. However, concrete results on 
this problem have actually been obtained only for special cases involving 
stationary noise. 
This paper considers capacity for dimension-limited Gaussian channels. 
It is shown that coding capacity is equal to average information capacity 
for all such channels, and general expressions for the capacity are obtained. 
Bounds on capacity are obtained for a large class of non-Gaussian 
channels. The classical discrete-time Gaussian channel is a special case; 
another example is the continuous-time channel with fixed transmission 
time. Applications to these two channels are contained in [6]. In addition 
to providing new results for classical and non-classical channels, the 
approach enables a unified development of coding capacity for all dimension- 
limited Gaussian channels, without any restrictions as to stationarity, 
memory, or univariate nature. 
It will be seen that the development involves the spectral representation 
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of a self-adjoint linear operator. This operator defines the relation between 
the energy/frequency constraint on transmitted signals and the channel 
noise covariance. In particular, the essential spectrum of this operator plays 
an important role in the development and in evaluation of the capacity. 
The development proceeds by first considering average information 
capacity, including the development of useful related results. It is then 
shown that coding capacity is equal to average information capacity for 
Gaussian channels. An alternate proof of this is given in [6]; however, that 
proof is based in part on previous results using random coding arguments. 
The present proof proceeds from first principles. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR AVERAGE INFORMATION CAPACITY 
H is a real separable Hilbert space, with inner product ( .,. ) and norm 
II.]I. The channel is described by Y = X+ N, where N is the channel 
noise, X is the transmitted signal, and Y is the channel output. These can 
be considered as stochastic processes defined on some underlying 
probability space and inducing cylindrical probabilities on H, with X and 
N independent. The fixed parameter is N; the transmitted signal process X 
is selected by the coder, subject to constraints given in terms of N 
and other parameters, such as the distribution of energy with respect to 
frequency. N is represented by a probability pN on the cylinder sets of H; 
,uLN need not be countably additive. Associated with pN is a covariance 
operator R, that is linear, bounded, self-adjoint, and non-negative: 
C&u, v> = I (x, u>(x, v> dp,v(x). H 
We assume w.1.o.g. that pN is strictly positive with zero mean. 
A classical example of this formulation arises when H is l,, RN= Z 
(identity), and pLN is canonical Gaussian measure. 
In order to obtain finite capacity, any set of constraints on the signal X 
must involve (explicitly or implicitly) a self-adjoint bounded linear 
operator R, which is strictly positive and satisfies 
RN= R$?(Z+ S) R$?. 
In this representation (I+ S) - ’ exists and is bounded, but the self-adjoint 
operator S need not be bounded. Seee [S] for details. 
In order to formulate the problem in a form consistent for application to 
coding capacity, the constraints will involve an increasing family of linear 
manifolds (HJ, H, c H,, + 1 c H, dim[H,] = n. H, will be the projection 
operator in H with range equal to H,. P, will be the projection operator 
with range equal to range [ R1$pn J E H,. 
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For each n, the constraint on the class of admissible transmitted signals 
x will be given by E,;11x11&,, < nP, where &. is a countably additive 
probability on the Bore1 sets of H,,, P< co is fixed, and ll~ll~,,, = IIul(*, with 
u the unique element in H, satisfying (p,R,ii,)‘12 u = y. This defines a 
channel of the form I”’ = A”’ + N”, where x” represents a stochastic process 
with paths a.s. in H, and described by the (zero-mean) probability p:. 
N” is defined by the zero mean probability p$ = CL,,, 0P; ‘. 
The channel in H, is described by the joint probability ,u’& ,&(A) = 
&@&{ (x, y): (x, x + ~)EA} for A a Bore1 set in H, x H,,. The mutual 
information is then 
and the sup is over all Borel-measurable partitions A,, A,, . . . . Ak of 
H,, x H,. The capacity for the H,, channel is Cb(nP) = sup I(&,), where 
the sup is over all & such that E,$xII b,n < nP. The average information 
7 
capacity is then C;(P) = hm,, co (l/n) C”,(nP). 
For any n 2 1, let p&, be the zero-mean Gaussian probability on H,, 
with covariance operator R; = H, RNp,,. The development here will make 
use of the relative entropy H&(N), n 2 1, 
H”,,(N)=/ (log$&)d&. 
H, GN 
Define HiN(N) = 00 if d&,/dpiN does not exist. The most precise results 
(an exact value of the average information capacity) will be obtained for 
channels such that hm, (l/n) H”,,(N) = 0. Of course, this includes all 
channels defined by Gaussian cylinder set measures; it also includes many 
non-Gaussian channels. In fact, let H,,(N) = sup, H&,,(N). Many non- 
Gaussian channels satisfy HGN(N) < co. The following result gives an 
important class of examples. For simplicity, it is assumed that all the 
measures appearing in Proposition 1 are countably additive. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any choice of (H,,), HGN(N) < 00 in each of (ak(d) 
below: 
(4 pv is Gaussian with covariance Rv, ps has covariance 
R, = R:/” TR:/’ for T trace-class, and pN = pv * ,us (convolution). 
(b) H= I, or H = L,[O, T], V is a measurable Gaussian process with 
sample paths a.s. in H and covariance operator R,, S is a possibly non- 
Gaussian process independent of V with sample paths a.s. in H and with 
covariance operator R,, N= S+ V, and R, = R:/‘TR:/’ for T trace-class. 
68313712.8 
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(c) V, S, and N are as in (b), S’ is the Gaussian process with the same 
covariance function as S, and the paths qf S’ belong to range(Ri!‘) with 
probabilitv 1. 
(d) H= L,[O, T], S, V and N are defined as in (b), V and S are wide- 
sense stationary and have rational spectral densities Qv and Qs, and 
j”“% (@,/@v.)(l) dJ+ < ~0. 
ProoJ: (b) and (c) are equivalent [2]. (d) is a special case of(b) [2,9]. 
(b) is obviously a special case of (a). The proof will be given for (a), 
writing pN as pLs+ y. Note that R V is strictly positive. Let p ,,. of .; ‘(A) = 
~L{y:x+~~A}, where XEH andf,(y)-x+-v. p-v will denote mutual 
absolute continuity of ,u and v. The following statements follow from [2]: 
Consider now the channel with additive Gaussian noise pV, and let 
its information capacity C(P) be sup Z(pXY), where the sup is over 
all probabilities pX such that px[range(RF)] = 1 and E,,Ilxll$< P, 
with llxll v= (IR;1’2xll. The map g: (x, y) + [(dp.of;‘)/dp.](y) is 
B[ H] x B[ H]/B[IW] measurable [4]. Thus, for any pLx satisfying the con- 
straint, one has [3] Z(p,,)=~TraceR;“2R,R;1’2-Hv(X+ V). 
Trace R ; ‘12R,R ; ‘I2 < P, from the constraint. Since Z(pXY) > 0, this 
requires H,(X+ V)< co. Finally, since N=X+ V, 
Since pv and ,uGN are mutually absolutely continuous and Gaussian, 
HGN( V) < co. Hence, HGN(N) < 00. 1 
The class of non-Gaussian noise processes included in Proposition 1 
includes some that are among the most frequently-encountered: when the 
transmission is through a medium containing additive non-Gaussian noise 
which is limited to a band of frequencies that is very narrow compared to 
that occupied by the Gaussian noise contributed by the receiver. The sample 
paths of any process limited to this narrow band of frequencies must then 
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be smooth compared to the paths of the receiver noise process, so that (c) 
of Proposition 1 will be satisfied. 
The program here is to give a general expression for C:(P), valid for all 
channels satisfying the above model, and to interpret this result in terms of 
channel parameters. Such channels are described by a noise covariance 
operator R,, a constraint operator R,, an increasing family of linite- 
dimensional linear manifolds (H,), and an “average signal-to-noise energy” 
limitation P. Equivalently, as will be seen, the channel is uniquely charac- 
terized by P, by S (the operator defining the relation between the noise 
covariance and the channel covariance), and by (Pw,), a monotone 
increasing family of projection operators, P, having range equal to range 
(R$?P,) z H,. 
As part of the development, it will be seen that the results depend on the 
spectrum a(S) of S, but only upon the part belonging to the essential 
spectrum cess(S). This set, which is also the “limit points of the spectrum,” 
consists of limit points of distinct eigenvalues, eigenvalues of infinite 
multiplicity, and points of the continuous spectrum [12]. Knowledge of 
(T,,,(S) enables one to specify a family of subspaces H, which provides the 
maximum possible value of C”,(P). 
Two concrete examples of the setup used here are the classical discrete- 
time channel and the continuous-time channel with fixed (finite) transmis- 
sion time for the code words. In the classical discrete-time channel, H= 1, 
and R, is the noise covariance matrix. R, is also defined by a covariance 
matrix; when the channel noise is stationary, then R, is typically defined 
by a time-invariant linear filter h = (h,), n > 0, where (h,) are the coef- 
ficients in the Fourier series representation of a function Qi in L2[ -71, rc]. 
The Fourier transform of @ then defines a lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix 
L, and R,=LL*. If R, is diagonal, then H,={xEZ~: xi=O, ibn} 
(considering only i > 0). The application to filtered discrete-time channels 
(non-diagonal R W) is described below. 
The other principal concrete example is for H= L,[O, T], T-c co, with 
H,, z span(e,, . . . . e,}, where {ek, k 3 1 } is an infinite on. set. This applica- 
tion is described in [6], which also contains some specific results. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The next lemma gives several fundamental relations. 
LEMMA 1. Let S: H+H satisfy RN= R$?(Z+S) R$?, define Rw,,= 
F.,R,P, and R,, = p,R,P,,, and let S,: H, + H, satisfy RN,, = 
R$nCZn + SJ R$,, f or n > 1, where Z,, is the identity in H,. Then: 
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(1) R$?,= p,,R$,? V,T, where V, : H + H, is a partial isometrya with 
initial set equal to range (R ‘$Pn) and final set H,,. 
(2) s,,= vl,sv,*, n3 1. 
(3) Let P,, he the projection operator with range equal to 
H,, E range(R$?P,,). The eigenvalues of P,,SP,, (and their multiplicity) 
are the same as those of S,. 
Proof (1) follows from results in [7]. (2) is obtained by equating the 
two definitions of R N,n, yielding F,R$?(I+ S) R$Pn = R’$f,(Z,, + S,) R$?, 
and then applying part (1). (3) follows from the fact that range(P,,) = 
H,,, = range( V,*). 1 
For classical filtered discrete-time channels (H = Z2), the actual transmitted 
signal (for a fixed value of n) is obtained by causal linear filtering of a code 
word x belonging to KY, with /x11’ < nP. The filter has weights (hk,i), where 
0 < i < k < co, and the transmitted signal y at time k is yk = Cizi’)” k hk,ixi. 
Let L be the lower-triangular matrix with k, i entry equal to h, + l,i + i. Then 
y = Lx, R,= LL*, and R$? = LA* for a unitary operator A. In this case, 
H,, = A [ UY]: R$? Ax = Lx for x in KY. The actual channel (with transmitted 
signal Lx) is in H, ; it is equivalent to the original H, channel, since it is 
obtained by applying I’,* to the latter, and V,* is 1 : 1 on H,. 
One may note that in the filtered channel the choice of H,, does not 
appear to be independent of the choice of R,; however, this is due to the 
specification of the transmitted signal as a causal linear filtering of an 
element of W. Given any causal filter, one obtains as above a covariance 
matrix Rw; (H,) can then be any increasing family of finite-dimensional 
subspaces. The choice made in the classical discrete-time channel fixes (H,) 
as above. 
{ ei, i > 1 } will be used to denote the unique o.n. set in H such that for 
all n, H, = span{ e, , . . . . e,}. Similarly, {ui, i> l} will denote the o.n. set 
such that H,, = span(u,, . . . . u,}. For fixed n, (~1: i< n} will denote o.n. 
eigenvectors of P, SP w, corresponding to the eigenvalues (/I;): 
Pw,SPw,v~=~~v~ for iQn. 
7- 
The average information capacity C;(P) is defined as hm,+ m (l/n) 
C”,(nP). C”,(nP), the information capacity of the H, channel, is given by 
the following well-known result. 
LEMMA 2 [S, 8, lo]. i Cyzi log[(B(n) + l)/(/?r + l)] < C;(nP) < 
$C;“1;‘log[(B(n)+ 1)/(/I;+ l)] + H”,,(N), where Pcf<&< ... <<D,” are 
the eigenvalues of S,, N(n) = sup{ i< n: &’ <B(n)}, and B(n) is defined by 
P=inf)(B(n)-&‘). 
I=1 
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Let G,(A) = (l/n) [ # of eigenvalues of S, < A]. It will be seen that the 
sequence (G,) uniquely determines (for a fixed value of P) the value of the 
capacity. 
In principle, the expressions of Lemma 2 give the information capacity. 
However, Lemma 2 is stated in terms of the sequence of operators (S,). 
Limiting expressions are required to enable calculation of capacity; they 
should be in terms of the essential parameters of the infinite-dimensional 
channel. As Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 show, these parameters are the 
operator S, the o.n. set {U n : n > 1 } determined by R W and (H,), and the 
value of P. In particular, the properties of c,,,(S) give considerable insight 
to the calculation and properties of the solution. This is demonstrated by 
the following results. 
Let V[S, (H,)] be the set of all y in If8 such that for any K and any E > 0 
there exists II 2 K such that the number of elements in the sequence (By) 
satisfying I/?: - y12 < E is 2 K. Note the importance of V[S, (H,)]. For 
fixed A, lim, (l/n) { # eigenvalues of S, -C A] = lim, (l/n) Cr:t [ # eigen- 
values of S, in [ai, u~+~)], where a,<~~+~, O<i<K, aO= -1, and a,=1. 
For y < 1, let ai = (y - E, y + E). Then y E V[ S, (H,)] is a necessary condi- 
tion for Ei (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, in (y - E, y + E)] > 0 for every E > 0, - 
i.e., for J. to be a point of increase for (hm, G,). 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a K-dimensional subspace of H, with P, the projec- 
tion operator with range(P,) = A. If (K+ 1) E 6 1, then IIP,zJ2 > 1 --E for 
at most K elements of the o.n. set {zl, z2, . . . . z,,~}. 
Proof. Let A be the span of the o.n. elements g,, . . . . g,. Then 
Ci”=‘,’ llPAZil12=CiK,+11 Cf=l (Ziy g,)2=CF=1 Ci”=‘,’ (Zip g,j2GK Thus, 
if IIP,zill’>l-E for i<K, then IIP,z,+,~/~<K-K(~-E)=KE<~-E f 
E< l/(K+ 1). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that {u,, n 2 1 } is a c.o.n. set for H. Let 
{zm n > 1 } be an o.n. sequence in H such that 11 (S - y)z,\l 2 + 0. Then 
Y E f’CS, (HJI. 
Remark. The existence of an infinite o.n. sequence (z,) such that 
II (S - yl) z,ll 2 --) 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for y E (T=~~(S) 
[ 121. Thus, Proposition 2 states that cess[S] c V[S, (H,)] when {u,, 
n 2 1 > is complete. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists E > 0 and Ka 1 such that 
dim[span{u;: I& - y( < E)] <K for all n > 1. By assumption, and using the 
fact that the monotone family of projection operators (PW”) converges in 
the strong topology to the identity, 
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O=lim lI(S--yZ):,/I’=limlim I/(S-yZ)PWnz,J’ 
I I II 
>lim lim IIP,,;(S-;)I) PlrbzrJ2, 
I n 
so that 
O=liplim i (&-y)’ (zi, u;)‘. 
;= 1 
Thus, for any 6 > 0 there exists i,(6) such that for all i > i,(6), 
6 >lim, i (j3,” - y)2 (zi, 2~~)~. 
j=l 
Ordering {a:, i<n} such that (/?;-yj’>s for K+l<i<n, we 
have 6/s > lim, cJ!= K + 1 (z,, uy )* for i > i,(6). For fixed 6, choose 
k,, k,, . . . . k,, 1 such that k,>&,(6) for l<i$K+l. For any a>O, d>O, 
there exists n,(cr, A), such that n>n,(a, A) implies that I/PWnz,,I(’ > 1 -A 
and 8/~+~1>C;=~+i (zk,, 0,“)’ for 1 <i<K+ 1. For such an n, let A, be 
the span of (07, . . . . 0;). Then for iQ K+ 1, IIPA,zk,l12 > IIPW,zk,l12 - 
(~/E+cI) > 1 -A - (~?/&+a). Since A, 6, and CI can be selected so that 
[K+ 1 ](A + S/E + a) < 1, one obtains a contradiction of Lemma 3. 1 
Proposition 2 gives V[S, (H,)] 3 d,,,(S), so long as (u,, n 2 1 } is 
complete. A partial converse is given by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 0, and 0, denote the smallest and largest points in 
mess. Then VCS, (HAI = Cd,, e,l. 
Proof: It will be shown that no point in V[S, (Z-Z,)] can exceed 8, 
when S is bounded. y is in gess( S) if and only if I( (S - ~1) z, /I 2 + 0 for some 
o.n. sequence (z,), and this requires that (Sz,, zn) -+ y. In order that 
y > 6, be in V[S, (EC,)], it is necessary that for any E > 0 and M < cc there 
exists n > M such that I&,, - yl* <E for i(y) = 1, 2, . . . . M. This requires that 
1 (Sri, zi) - y12 < E for at least A4 o.n. elements (zi) in H. For 6 > 0, let 
A(B,, 6) be the set of normalized x in H such that x is an eigenvector of 
S, for some n 2 1 and the corresponding eigenvalue is 2 Br, + 6. Let M6 be 
the maximal number of o.n. elements in A(0,, 6). MS < co for every 6 > 0 
implies that V[S, (ZY,)] contains no number greater than 8,. 
Let (E/., R E R} be the left-continuous resolution of the identity [ 121 for 
S, so that for x in the domain 9(S) of S, Sx = J”ji 1 dE,x. The operator 
I-E,,.,,, is compact, since it must have finite-dimensional range space. 
Hence, if MS is not finite, then for any n 2 1 there exists z, in A((?,, 6) with 
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11~~11 = 1 and II(I- EBo+S,2)z,11 < l/n. Let z = supllX,, =1 (Sx, x). Then, for 
any s>O. 
s T+E l+e”+6<((z+S)z,,z,)= (1 + A) 4~AI12 -1 
= 
I 
II+*‘* Cl+ 2) 41G.~,l12 + I;++&,, (1 +A) WA2 
” 
s 
eu + s/2 
< (l+~)dllE,z,l12+(1+~+&) II(~-&,+s,~MI* 
-1 
s eu + a/2 < (l+n)d(lE,z,II*+(l+~+~)/n -1 
<(l+0.+6/2)+(1+z+s)/n. 
For sufficiently large n, this is a contradiction, 
A similar approach shows that every number in V[S, (H,)] is > 8,, 
since E,, _ 6 has finite-dimensional range for every 6 > 0. 1 
The results of Propositions 2 and 3 lead naturally to several reasonable 
hypotheses: that V[S, (H,)] = ids), that JTS, WJI = CJ,,,(~ when 
I%, n > 1 } is complete, and that lim, (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, < I] is 
independent of the choice of the c.o.n.s. {u,, n > 1 f. Unfortunately, all 
three of these desirable attributes are false, in general. 
PROPOSITION 4. (1) If {u,, n 2 1 } is not complete for H, then 
V[ S, (H,)] n oess(S) = 4 is possible. V[ S, (H,)] c oess( S) is also possible. 
(2) If h n > 1 } is complete for H, then: 
(a) V[S, (H,)] c aess(S) is not always true. 
(b) Let Qd(S, H,,) be the number of eigenvaluesx of S, such that 
[fly-xl>fl>Of 11 or a x in cess(S). Then lim (l/n) Q,(S, H,) 
can be strictly positive. 
- 
(c) (hm, G,(I)) need not be independent of the choice of (u,, 
nB1). 
Proof Counterexamples will be constructed, each using the operator S 
defined as follows. Let {v,, n > 1 } be any c.o.n. set in H, take /3 > tl > 0, 
and let 
S=a C v,Ov,+P C v,Qv,. 
?I>1 n>2 
n odd n even 
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To prove the first statement in (1 ), set 
UZn , + Z/‘Z,j Ii,, = 
4 ’ n31. 
Then (pwnspw,) ui= ((x + P)P) u,, i<n, n 3 1, while o,,,(S) = (~1, /I}. 
The second statement in (1) is shown by taking {u,, n 2 1 } to be the 
eigenvectors of S corresponding to the eigenvalue LX. 
To prove 2(a), choose (u,, n > l} by 
u, = 
~2n-1-2k10~+~2n-zk10~ 
Js ’ 
2klOk<n<(k+ 1) lok+‘+klOk 
= 02n--1-2(k+1)10k+1-U2n-2(k+l)l~+’ 
Jz ’ 
(k+ 1) lok+’ +klOk<n62(k+ 1) lOkf’, 
for k=O, 1,2, . . . . (/I?;) then has the following composition: 
n = (2k) 105 
(by) = (a, /?, each of multiplicity klOk) 
n=(k+ 1) lok+‘+klOk: 
(81) = (CI, /3 each of multiplicity klOk) 
u- 
( 
a+B 
2 ’ 
each of multiplicity (k+ 1) 10k+’ -klOk . 
> 
For 2(b), note that if (a +/?)/2< A </?, then the above choice of 
ho n >, 1 > gives 
71 
11,” ; [ # eigenvalues of S, < A] 
(k-t 1) lok+’ IO 
=!‘fl, (k+l) 10k+l+klO~=ii’ 
Further, for A > (b/2 - a/2), 
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Finally, 2(c) is shown by using {u,, n > 1 } defined by u, = o,, n 3 1, 
which yields (/I:) containing only a and 8, each of multiplicity n/2 (n even) 
or CI with multiplicity (n + 1)/2, fl with multiplicity (n - 1)/2 (n odd). 
Comparing this result with that obtained in the example for 2(b) 
proves 2(c). i 
Although Proposition 4 gives negative results to several desirable conjec- 
tures, these difliculties can be avoided if one is free to choose (H,,). 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that y is in gess(S), and that II (S - ~1) u,II -+ 0. 
For any fixed E > 0, let K, = K,(E) be the number of eigenvalues (by, i < n) 
of S, such that 1 y - flyI > E. Then i&, (KJn) = 0. 
ProoJ 
AVERAGE INFORMATION CAPACITY 
The following result gives expressions for C;(P). 
THEOREM 1. 
where B, (n 2 1) is defined by 
P= 
s 
En (B, - A) dF,(A) 
-1 
and 
F,(I) = (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, < A]. 
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(2) Iflim,, r (l/n)[ # eigenvalues of S, < A] exists for all i in R and 
(lim/n B,) < a, then 
dF(A) + lim A H’&(N), Tn 
where F is a distribution function defined by 
F(A) = lim (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, < A] = lim F,,(A), 
n-+m n-m 
and the constant B is defined by 
P= 
f 
’ [B-/I] dF(A). 
-1 
- 
(3) Zf hm, (l/n) H”,,(N)=O, then C:(P) =0 if and only if 
iii&,, (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, < A.] = 0 for all 1 in R. This requires that 
S be unbounded and always occurs if + co is the only limit point of a(S). 
- 
Prooj It is sufficient to evaluate hm, (l/n) C”,(nP). Part (1) follows 
directly from the statement of Lemma 2, since rewriting the expression for 
capacity given in Lemma 2 in integral form yields 
where G,(A) = (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, < A] and P = f!“l [B, - ,I] dF,(A), 
n> 1. 
Note that since the integrands appearing in the statement of (1) are 
equal to zero when evaluated at the upper limit, and are continuous, the 
left-continuous function G,(A) = (l/n) [ # eigenvalues of S, -C A] can be 
replaced by G,(A+) = F,(A). The same comment holds for the remainder of 
the theorem. 
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To prove (2), we can suppose that lim, (l/n) H&(N) = 0. Then, let (nj) 
be any subsequence of the integers such that 
Let B be any finite limit point of (B(5), ja 1) (assuming that at least one 
exists). Then, restricting attention to (nj) such that B(nj) + B and noting 
that 
one obtains 
Since 
this gives 
and, similarly, 
P= lim 
s 
B 
j+co -1 
[B-A] &‘,(A). 
Assuming that Fnj(;l) + F(1) for all I in R, this gives (2) of the theorem 
whenever { B(nj), j 2 1 } has a finite limit point. Moreover, in this case it 
can be seen that every maximizing sequence must have B as a limit point. 
To complete the proof of (2) and simultaneously prove (3) suppose that 
(nj) is as above and that no maximizing sequence (B(nj), j > 1) has a finite 
limit point. Since P = JB’y’ [B(nj) - II] dFnj(l) for all j > 1, and B(nj) + co, 
it follows that limj,, F,,(1) = F(n) = 0 for every finite 1 and every maxi- 
mizing sequence (nj). Applying Proposition 3, o(S) must have + co as a 
limit point, and C$(P) has the same value as if + 00 were the only limit 
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point of D(S); assume w.1.o.g. that this is true. The H, channel is equivalent 
to the H,, channel Y=X+ V,*PnN, with X a.s. in H,,, E,Jx11~,- 
E,,IIR;1’2X//2 < nP. For this n-dimensional channel, C”,(nP) d 
C”,(nP, max), where C”,(nP, max) is the information capacity of the 
infinite-dimensional Gaussian channel when the noise has covariance 
operator R, and the transmitted signal measure pLx must satisfy: 
dim[supp(p,)] < n, pX [range(R$?)] = 1, and E,, ljxll&< nP. From 
Theorem 2 of [4] 
C(n) 
C”,(nP,max)=~~~‘log 7 , r=l L ,I 
where A, 6 A2 6 A, < . . . are the eigenvalues of I+ S (since S has a finite set 
of limit points, it has pure point spectrum), 
and 
P=gy [C(n)-&] 
1=1 
K(n) = sup{ i: lj < C(n)}. 
Thus, 
and, since Ai /1 cc and (1/2n) Cffr) [C(n) - ni] = P/2, this gives 
- - 
I’,” i C”,(nP) d llm k C”,(nP, max) = 0. 
Thus, for a maximizing subsequence (nj), either (B(nj)) has a finite limit 
point B, or else B(nj) + co. In the first case, (1) and (2) (when applicable) 
give the capacity. In the second case, C”,(P) = 0 when lim, H&(N) =O. 
It is clear that either every maximizing sequence (nj) has (B(nj)) with 
a finite limit point, which has the unique value B, or else (B(nj)) has no 
finite limit point for any maximizing sequence (nj). In the latter case, 
it is then necessary that l& B, = co, since otherwise one would obtain 
C”,(P) > 0 for lim, H’&(N) = 0. Thus, the second condition implies that 
lim, [ # eigenvalues of S, < A] = 0 for all 1 in Iw. 1 
Remark. In part (2), the same result holds so long as F(A) E 
lim n+ a, F,(n) exists for all I < B, with B defined as in (2). 
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COROLLARY 1. When lim, (l/n) H”,,(N) = 0, then bounds on C:(P) are 
given by 
i l”g( l + P/n,,,) < C$(P) < 4 lOg( 1 + P/A,i,)y 
where jlmin is the smallest limit point in the spectrum of I+ S, and A,,,,, is the 
largest. Moreover, these bounds can be attained by proper choice of (H,). 
Prooj The bounds follow from Proposition 3. The upper bound is 
attained (Proposition 5) if {ui, i> l} is chosen so that II(Z+S-l,inZ)Uill -+O; 
such an on. set exists, since ~min is in a,,,(Z+ S). The lower bound is 
attained in a similar manner. 1 
FORMULATION OF CODING CAPACITY 
In coding problems, the channel is again described by Y = X+ N: N is 
as above, but X is now an element of a set of code words. For any fixed 
n > 1, a code is denoted by (k,, n, E,), where k, is the number of code 
words, n is the dimensionality of the code word set, and E, is the maximum 
probability of decoding error for words in the code word set. 
The elements of the code word set are required to satisfy the following 
constraints: Each code word x must belong to H, and must satisfy 
llxll2w,,, < np. 
Thus, associated with each code is a family of disjoint decoding sets 
(Bore1 sets in H,) Cl, . . . . C;!, such that &{ y: y + xi E C;} 2 1 - E, when xi 
is the transmitted code word. For a given code as above, the transmission 
rate R is defined by nR = log k,. R is an admissible rate if there exists a 
sequence of codes (k,, n, E,) with R = (l/n) log k, and such that 
lim inf, E, =O. The coding capacity is then the supremum of the set of 
admissible rates. This capacity will be denoted by C,(P). (See [ 1, S] for 
discussions of codes and capacity.) 
CODING CAPACITY 
In this section, it will be shown that C,(P)= C;(P) when pN is 
Gaussian. The following result always holds; see, for example, [ 11, p. 1683 
and [l, pp. 73-743. It is a straightforward application of Fano’s inequality 
CL P. 801. 
LEMMA 3. C”,(P) 2 C,(P). 
This does not require pN to be Gaussian, so that Theorem 1 gives upper 
bounds for non-Gaussian pN. The key to proving the reverse inequality 
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when pN is Gaussian is the “Fundamental Lemma” [l, pp. 86, 2321, due 
to Feinstein and Thomasian. 
LEMMA 4. Let p’$ be any probability on the Bore1 sets of H,. hlith 
P;y(Ahw3P;wG v): ( X, x + y)~ A} and such that &-=X&O&,. 
For any real number a let 
D = (x, y) in H, x H,: log 
Then there exists for each positive integer k and Bore1 set A in H, a code 
(k,, n, E,) such that 
E, < k,epa + p’&y(Dc) + ,$(A’). 
This lemma will now be applied to show that C,(P)> C;(P) when pLN 
is Gaussian. 
For n > 1 and fixed E E (0, P], define B” = B”(E) by P = 
~:(B”+E--;l)dF,(I). Let Al< ... c A; be the distinct numbers in the 
sequence (87) which are < B”, with M,(j) the multiplicity of A;. Let Qfl be 
the non-negative function defined by en(A) = 0 if 14 [/I;, B” A pt], while 
otherwise, 
Q’YA, = 
P+JF(Y-&E)dF,(y) B”-l 
FnWW + ~1 =3x-. 
Let E; be the projection operator whose range is the linear span of the 
eigenvectors of I, + S, corresponding to eigenvalues < A. Define T, as the 
covariance operator given by 
T, = jw Qn(l.) dE; = f Q’+?;)[E;,- E”,J 
0 j=l 
(A, = 0). Set 11, as the zero-mean Gaussian measure on H, having T,, as 
covariance operator, with & the zero-mean Gaussian measure on H, 
having R$t T,, Rfyl’, as covariance operator. The sequence of measures (,u;) 
will be used in applying the Fundamental Lemma (Lemma 4), with ,u’& 
detined as in the preceding sections. 
Define A, = {x in H,,: llxllb,n GnP}. Then 
p>(A;)=p,(x in H,,: IIR~,1~2R$,~xI12>nP) 
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where 
E,nZ,/n = jB” (A + E) en(l) dF,(I) = P- cF,,(B”), 
0 
while Z,/n has variance, w.r.t. pn, of (2/n) jf’ (A + E)~ [Q”(l)12 dF,(Iz). 
Chebyshev’s inequality then gives 
pxLAc3 <2j$ U+d2 [Q’V,j’dF,(~) 
n ’ nc2F~(B”) 
= 2 ji (B” - 4’ dF,(A) ~ 2(B”)2 . 
m2Fi (B”) n&‘F,(B”) 
(B”)2/F,,(B”) has a finite limit point if (B”) has a finite limit point, since 
P < (B” + E) FJB”), so that lim inf, _ o. fix(Afr) = 0 if (I?“) contains a finite 
limit point. 
Next, let 
D, = (x, y) in H, x H,: log 
where 
n B” 
LX,=- 
s 20 
log(l + Q"(k)) dl;,(J) - ny 
and y > 0 is fixed. Let R& be the cross-covariance operator of z&: 
CR;+, v> = I (x, u><x, v> d&y, R”,,= (R;)“2 L,(R”,)‘j2, 
where IJL,II < 1 (see, e.g., [3, p. 771). The eigenvalues of L,* L, are the 
eigenvalues of ?“,,(I, + TJ’, which are equal to Q”(Aj)/(l + Qn(Aj)) for 
j < K, of multiplicity M,(j). This gives (see [3, pp. 78-791) 
Dz= (x, y): f c ([a;j]2-[bT’]2)< -ny , 
{ j= 1 i< M.(j) 1 
where for j< K, {a:j, b:j: i, k < M,(j)} is a set of i.i.d. Gaussian random 
variables w.r.t. .&Y, each having mean zero and variance 
CQn(s)/(l + Q”(;l,)l . ‘I2 Moreover, w.r.t. &,, the set of r.v.‘s {u:j, b:‘: 
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i, k<M,(j)} is independent of {a:,“, b:.“: i, k< M,(j’)} for j#,i’. 
Chebyshev’s inequality then gives 
Applying Lemma 4, for it 2 1 there exists a code (k,, n, E,) with 
E, < k,eprn + p&(Di) + &(A:). Defining k, = enR gives, for all y > 0, 
k,edan < exp n[R+y- l/2 j~cW)log(l +Q’(l,,l 
It follows that when the sequence (B”) contains a finite limit point, then 
liminf,,, s,=O if 
the right side of the inequality is then a lower bound on the coding 
capacity. 
(B”(E)) will contain a finite limit point if and only if (B”(O)) contains 
a finite limit point, since E 2 B”(0) - B”(E). This inequality follows by 
equating the two definitions of P, giving 
If W(O)) does not have a finite limit point, then by Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 3, C,(P)= C”,(P)=O. One can thus assume that (B”(E)) has a 
finite limit point, for every E > 0, so 
&Fn[B”(&)] = FJB”(&)] [B”(O) - B”(E)] 
+I 
WO) 
[B”(O) - A.] dFn(l). 
BYE )
- 
C,(P) 3 sup hm i G(n, E), 
&>O n 
where G(n, E) = jr/ dF,(J.) log[l + Qn(l)]. Set B, = B”(O), so that 
G(n, 0) = f” log [’ +f(;nT(‘)] &‘Jn) 
The final step is to prove that C,(P) 2 lim, fG(n, 0). A routine calculation 
shows that G(n, E) is a decreasing function of E, for each fixed n, and 
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that lim E10 G(n, E) = G(n, 0). Thus, to show that sup,,,, lim, G(n, E) > - 
k, sup, ,,, G(n, E) = hm, G(n, 0), it is sufficient to show that uniformly in 
n, IG(n, E) - G(n, 0)l -+ 0 as E + 0, 
I(+, 0) - G(n, &)I 
G ~C(P,IB”) + 11 $7 
mm 
where Ymin is the smallest number in the spectrum of I+ S. Since p,/B” < 
1 + E/B” < I+ E/Y,iny this gives IG(n, E) - G(n, O)l < E[E + 2y,i,]/y~, for 
all n. 
The following result has now been proved. 
THEOREM 2. When pN is Gaussian, C,(P) = C”,(P). 
EXTENSIONS 
For the classical continuous-time channel, the time of transmission is 
permitted to increase in order to define average information capacity. The 
dimensionality n used here is replaced by the transmission time T, and the 
subspace H, is replaced by L,[O, T]. The constraint E,$~ll&,~ < nP is 
replaced by the constraint Ep$lxll &,,,< TP, where pg[range(R$?,)] = 1, 
Il4l’w,,,= IIR;,l~xllry and II.llT is the L,[O, T] norm. R W, T is a bounded 
linear operator in L,[O, T] defined by a covariance function rW, with 
r,(t, s) defined for all s, t 20. 
The average information capacity of such a channel will also depend on 
the essential spectrum of an operator similar to the above S, but only on 
its smallest value. This can be seen from the expressions for the capacity 
with transmission time T, as given in [S]. Coding capacity for classical 
continuous-time Gaussian channels has been determined only for a class of 
stationary channels [8, Chap. 81, and there is a very large set of stationary 
683/37/2-9 
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channels not belonging to this class. There are apparently no published 
results on coding capacity for classical continuous-time Gaussian channels 
when the noise is nonstationary. Finally, one may note that capacity of 
Gaussian channels with feedback is very much an open problem; other 
than for the case of matched channels (constraint covariance equal to noise 
covariance), where feedback does not increase capacity, only fragmentary 
results are available. 
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